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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to develop and study recurs-
ive proofs of coinductive predicates. Such recursive proofs allow one to
discover proof goals in the construction of a proof of a coinductive pre-
dicate, while still allowing the use of up-to techniques. This approach
lifts the burden to guess invariants, like bisimulation relations, before-
hand. Rather, they allow one to start with the sought-after proof goal
and develop the proof from there until a point is reached, at which the
proof can be closed through a recursion step. Proofs given in this way
are both easier to construct and to understand, similarly to proofs given
in cyclic proof systems or by appealing parameterised coinduction.
In this paper, we develop a framework for recursive proofs of coinduct-
ive predicates that are given through fibrational predicate liftings. This
framework is built on the so-called later modality, which has made its
appearance in type theoretic settings before. In particular, we show the
soundness and completeness of recursive proofs, we prove that compat-
ible up-to techniques can be used as inference rules in recursive proofs,
and provide some illustrating examples.

1 Introduction

Recursion is one of the most fundamental notions in Computer Science and
Mathematics, be it as the foundation of computability, or to define and reason
about structures determined by repeated constructions. In this paper, we will
focus on the use of recursion as a proof method for coinductive predicates.

The usual way to prove that some objects are contained in a coinductive
predicate or are related by a coinductive relation, is to establish an invariant.
More specifically, suppose Φ : L Ñ L is a monotone function on a lattice and Φ
that has a greatest fixed point νΦ. One proves that the coinductive predicate νΦ
holds for x P L by establishing a y P L with x ď y ď Φpyq. This approach does,
however, not fit common practice, as one usually incrementally constructs the
invariant y, rather than guessing it, while following the necessary proof steps.
Such an incremental construction leads to a recursive proof methodology.

There are several ways that have been proposed to formalise the idea of re-
cursive proofs for coinductive predicates. In the setting of complete lattices, Hur
et al. [18] developed so-called parameterised coinduction. Their techniques were
later streamlined using the companion by Pous [23]. Another approach is to use
ideas from game theory [22,29] to prove coinductive predicates. There are also



type theoretic approaches that use systems of equations to prove coinductive
predicates [1,7,9,15]. Finally, recursion has also entered syntactic proof systems
in the form of cyclic proof systems, e.g. [11,13,25,28]. Cyclic proof systems are
particularly useful in settings that require proofs by induction or coinduction
because cyclic proof systems ease proofs enormously compared to, for example,
invariant-based method from above or (co)induction schemes. Nothing comes for
free though: In this case checking proofs becomes more difficult, as the correct-
ness conditions are typically global for a proof tree and not compositional. For
the same reason, also soundness proofs a often rather complex.

In this paper, we will study an approach to proving coinductive predicates
through recursive proofs. Recursion in such proofs is thereby controlled by using
the so-called later modality [21], which allows checking of recursive proofs on a
per-rule basis. This results in straightforward proof checking, a per-rule sound-
ness proof, and proofs that can be easily debugged. We will thereby develop
the recursive proofs abstractly for a general first-order logic, given in form of
a fibration. This generality allows us to obtain recursive proofs for coinductive
predicates in many different settings. In particular, we will discuss set-based
predicates, quantitative predicates, syntactic first-order logic, and (models of)
dependent type theory. An instance of this is the syntactic first-order logic given
by the author in [4] to reason about program equivalences. This instance was
also the original motivation of the present paper, as the results in loc. cit. are
mostly obtained by hand.

Towards this, we proceed as follows. In Sec. 2, we show that certain fibrations
of functors are fibred Cartesian closed, which is the technical machinery that
makes recursive proofs work. Next, we develop in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 a theory of
descending chains of predicates in general categories and fibrations, respectively.
In the same sections, we also provide the necessary results for the construction
of recursive proofs. Section 5 provides some specific results concerning the des-
cending chain that is induced by a lifting of a behaviour functor. In particular,
we show how up-to techniques can be used as proof rules. We instantiate these
results in Sec. 6 to obtain recursive proofs for some illustrative examples.

Related Work To a large part, the present paper develops many results of Birke-
dal et al. [8] in the setting of general fibrations rather than just the codomain
fibration SetÑ Ñ Set of sets. That [8] was so restrictive is not so surprising, as
the intention there was to construct models of programming languages, rather
than applying the developed techniques to proofs. Going beyond the category
of sets also means that one has to involve much more complicated machinery
to obtain exponential objects. Later, Bizjak et al. [9] extended the techniques
from [8] to dependent type theory, thereby enabling reasoning by means of re-
cursive proofs in a syntactic type theory. However, also this is again a very
specific setting, which rules out most examples that we are interested in here.
Similarly, also the parameterised coinduction in [18] is too restrictive, as it ap-
plies only to lattices. It might be possible to develop parameterised coinduction
in the setting of fibrations by using the companion [23,24,5]. We leave this for
another time though.



2 Functor Categories and Fibrations

We fix an index category I in the following and define

F : C Ñ D

F : rI,Cs Ñ rI, Ds

by F pσq “ F ˝ σ. Note that F “ rI, F s, where rI,´s : Cat Ñ Cat is the
strict 2-functor that assigns to a category C the functor category rI,Cs. Thus,
p´q preserves composition of functors and applies to natural transformations
as well. We use this to define for a morphism f : X Ñ Y in C, a morphism
f : KX ñ KY in rI,Cs where KX is the constant functor sending any object in
I to X: Note that there is a natural transformation Kf : KX ñ KY , which is
given by Kf,I “ f . Thus, we can put f “ rI,Kf s.

Lemma 1. If F : C Ñ D and G : D Ñ C with F % G, then F % G.

Proof. Given F and G as above, the following unique correspondence follows
from the point-wise unique correspondence given by the adjunction F % G.
That this correspondence is natural also follows from uniqueness of the point-
wise correspondence. [\

Lemma 2. The functor p´q extends to a fibred functor on the (large) fibration
Fib Ñ Cat.

Proof. A fibration p : E Ñ B induces a fibration p : E Ñ B, see [19, Ex. 1.8.8]
and [35]. Given a map of fibration pF,Gq, easily shows that pF ,Gq is again a map
of fibrations. Finally, that p´q is fibred follows from the fact that p´q preserves
strict 2-pullbacks, since it is an enriched right adjoint functor [20]. [\

Let S : Iop ˆ I Ñ C be a functor. The end of S is an object
ş

iPI
Spi, iq in

C together with a universal extranatural transformation π :
ş

iPI
Spi, iq Ñ S.

Concretely, this means that α is a family of morphisms indexed by objects in i,
such that the following diagram commutes for all u : iÑ j.

ş

iPI
Spi, iq Spj, jq

Spi, iq Spi, jq

πj

πi Spu,idq

Spid,uq

Moreover, given any other extranatural transformation α : X Ñ S there is a
unique f : X Ñ

ş

iPI
Spi, iq with πi ˝ f “ αi for every i P I.

It is well-known that ends can be computed as certain limits in C. By ana-
lysing carefully the necessary limits, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 3. Let I be a small category and C a category that has finite limits
and for every object i P I products of the size of the coslice category i Ó I. If C
is Cartesian closed, then also rI,Cs is. The exponential object is then given by

`

GF
˘

piq “

ż

iÑj

GpjqF pjq.



Proof. More precisely, we define for each i P I a functor Si : pi Ó Iqopˆ i Ó I Ñ C
by SpiÑ j, iÑ kq “ GpkqF pjq and Spf : j1 Ñ j, g : k Ñ k1q “ GpgqF pfq. The end
of S is then given by the equaliser as in the following diagram.

ş

iÑj
GpiqF piq

ś

Ipi,jqGpjq
F pjq

ś

Ipi,jq,Ipi,kqGpkq
F pjq

That such an equaliser gives indeed the end of S is standard. Note that both
products range only over objects in the coslice category i Ó I, hence the products
exist in C. Finally, that the given definition of GF is an exponential object is
folklore, see [30] and cf. [34, Thm. 2.12]. [\

Given that we can construct exponential objects as certain ends, one reas-
onably might expect that this also works for fibred Cartesian closed categories,
which are fibrations p : E Ñ B in which every every fibre is Cartesian closed and
reindexing preserves this structure, see [19, Def. 1.8.2]. To prove this, we require
a suitable adaption of the co-Yoneda lemma to the setting of fibrations.

Lemma 4 (Fibred co-Yoneda). Let p : E Ñ B be a cloven fibration, and
suppose H : Iop Ñ E and U : Iop Ñ B are functors, such that p ˝H “ U . Then

H –

ż iPI
ÿ

vPIp´,iq

ž

Upvq
Hpiq.

Theorem 5. Let I be a small category and p : E Ñ B a cloven fibration that has
fibred finite limits, fibred exponents and for every object i P I fibred products of the
size of the coslice category i Ó I. Under these conditions, rI, ps : rI,Es Ñ rI,Bs
is again a fibred CCC. The exponential object of F,G P rI,EsU is given by

`

GF
˘

piq “

ż

v : iÑj

`

Upvq˚Gpjq
˘Upvq˚ F pjq

.

Proof. The size of the involved limits to compute the end are given in the same
way as in Prop. 3. Note that the end is equivalently given by an end followed by
a product:

ż

v : iÑj

`

Upvq˚Gpjq
˘Upvq˚ F pjq

–

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

`

Upvq˚Gpjq
˘Upvq˚ F pjq

To show that the given exponential is right-adjoint to the product of functors,
we consider for H P rI,EsU the following chain of natural isomorphisms.

rI,EsU
`

H,GF
˘

–

ż

iPI

EUpiq

`

Hpiq,
`

GF
˘

piq
˘

–

ż

iPI

EUpiq

˜

Hpiq,

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

`

Upvq˚Gpjq
˘Upvq˚ F pjq

¸

–

ż

iPI

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

EUpiq

´

Hpiq,
`

Upvq˚Gpjq
˘Upvq˚ F pjq

¯

–

ż

iPI

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

EUpiq pHpiq ˆ pUpvq
˚ F pjqq, Upvq˚Gpjqq



–

ż

iPI

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

EUpiq

´

ž

Upvq
pHpiq ˆ pUpvq˚ F pjqqq, Gpjq

¯

–

ż

iPI

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

EUpiq

´´

ž

Upvq
Hpiq

¯

ˆ F pjq, Gpjq
¯

(*)

–

ż

iPI

ż

jPI

ź

v : iÑj

EUpiq

´

ž

Upvq
Hpiq, GpjqF pjq

¯

–

ż

jPI

EUpiq

˜

ż iPI
ÿ

v : iÑj

ž

Upvq
Hpiq, GpjqF pjq

¸

–

ż

jPI

EUpiq

´

Hpjq, GpjqF pjq
¯

(**)

–

ż

jPI

EUpiq pHpjq ˆ F pjq, Gpjqq

– rI,EsU pH ˆ F,Gq

Note that coproducts in p fulfil the Frobenius property in the step (*) because p
is a fibred CCC, see [19, Lem. 1.9.11]. Moreover, we do not need to assume the
existence of coproducts along morphisms of B or further colimits explicitly, since

Hpjq is isomorphic to
şiPIš

v : iÑj

š

UpvqHpiq by the fibred co-Yoneda lemma

that we used in the step (**). [\

3 Descending Chains in Categories

In this section, we extend the development in [8] to more general categories.
Besides giving us some intuition for the later modality, we also obtain results
that we can reuse in later sections of this paper.

Let ω be the poset of finite ordinals, i.e., ω “ t0, 1, . . .u with their usual
order. Since ω can be seen as a category, we can use its dual category ωop as
index category, thereby obtaining a functor rωop,´s : Cat Ñ Cat as in the last
section. We will denote this functor in the following by

p´q “ rωop,´s . (1)

The category of descending chains in C is then the presheaf category C, the
objects of which we denote by σ, τ, . . . More explicitly, σ P C assigns as a functor
σ : ωop Ñ C to each n P N an object σn P C and to each pair of natural numbers
with m ď n a morphism σpm ď nq : σn Ñ σm in C.

Assumption 6. Throughout this section, we assume that C is a category with
a terminal object 1, finite limits and is Cartesian closed.

In particular, we get by Prop. 3 that C is also Cartesian closed as follows. Let
n be the poset of all numbers less or equal to n. Observe now for n P N that



n Ó ωop “ pω{nqop “ nop. Hence, n Ó ωop is finite and, as assumed, we only need
finite limits in C to obtain Cartesian-closure of C from Prop. 3.

Let us now introduce the later modality, which is the central construction
that underlies the recursive proofs that we develop in this paper.

Definition 7. The later modality on C is the functor § : C Ñ C given on
objects by

p§σq0 “ 1

p§σqn`1 “ σn
p§σqpm ď nq “

#

! : σn Ñ 1, m “ 0 or n “ 0

σpm1 ď n1q, m “ m1 ` 1, n “ n1 ` 1

Theorem 8. The map § given in Def. 7 on objects is a functor C Ñ C.
Moreover, § has a left adjoint and thereby preserves limits. Finally, there is
a natural transformation

next : Id ñ §,

given by nextσ,0 “ !σ0
: σ0 Ñ 1 and nextσ,n`1 “ σpn ď n` 1q.

Proof. Functoriality is given by uniqueness of maps into the final object 1. The
left adjoint to § is given by đ with đpσqn “ σn`1.

đσ Ñ τ

@n. σn`1 Ñ τn

σ0 Ñ 1 and @n. σn`1 Ñ τn
σ Ñ § τ

Finally, naturality of next is given again by uniqueness of maps into final objects
and by functoriality of chains. [\

Since § preserves in particular binary products, we obtain the following.

Lemma 9. For all σ, τ P C there is a morphism §pστ q Ñ §σ§ τ .

One the central properties of the later modality is that it allows us to con-
struct fixed points of certain maps in C, which are called contractive.

Definition 10. A map f : τ ˆ σ Ñ σ in C is called g-contractive if g is a map
g : τ ˆ §σ Ñ σ with f “ g ˝ pidˆnextσq. We call s : τ Ñ σ a fixed point or
solution for f , if the following diagram commutes.

τ σ

τ ˆ σ

s

xid,sy
f

We can now show that there is a generic operator in C that allows us to
construct fixed points.



Theorem 11. For every σ P C there is a unique morphism, dinatural in σ,

l:obσ : σ§σ Ñ σ,

such that for all g-contractive maps f the map l:obσ ˝ λg is a solution for f .
Dinaturality means thereby that for all h : σ Ñ τ the diagram below commutes.

τ§ τ τ

σ§ τ

σ§σ σ

l:obτ

hid

id§h l:obσ

h

Proof. We define l:obn : pσ§σqn Ñ σn by iteration on n. For 0, we put

l:ob0 :“ pσ§σq0
xid,!y
ÝÝÝÑ pσ§σq0 ˆ 1 “ pσ§σq0 ˆ p§σq0

ev0
ÝÝÑ σ0,

where ev is the counit of p´q ˆ §σ % p´q§σ. In the iteration step, we define

l:obn`1 :“ pσ§σqn`1 pσ§σqn`1 ˆ pσ
§σqn

pσ§σqn`1 ˆ σn

σn`1,

xid,σ§ σ
pnďn`1qy

idˆl:obn

evn`1

where σ§σpn ď n ` 1q is the functorial action of σ§σ (Prop. 3). To show that
l:ob is the unique map making l:obσ ˝ λg as solution one first shows that l:ob is
uniquely fulfilling the equation l:obn “ pev ˝ pidˆnextq ˝ xid, l:obyqn by induction
on n and doing a small diagram chase. Uniqueness of solutions is then given the
properties of the adjunction p´q ˆ §σ % p´q§σ. [\

Remark 12. Birkedal et al. [8] give some closure properties of contractive maps.
These can be extended to our more general setting, but as we will not need them
here, we will not state and prove them. đ

4 Descending Chains in Fibrations

Now that we have developed some understanding of how descending chains work
in general categories, we will essentially lift the results from Sec. 3 to fibrations.
This will allow us to construct from a first-order logic, given by a fibration, a new
logic of descending chains that admits the same logical structure as the given
fibration and admits recursive proofs for coinductive predicates.

Throughout this section, we assume the following.

Assumption 13. Let p : E Ñ B be a cloven fibration, such that,

– E has fibred final objects,
– fibred finite limits in E exist, and
– E is a fibred CCC.



Similarly to Sec. 3, we obtain by Lem. 2 that the functor p : E Ñ B given
by post-composition is a fibration. By the above assumptions, we then get by
Thm. 5 that p is a fibred CCC. We obtain another fibred CCC by change-of-base
along the diagonal functor δ : B Ñ B that sends an object I P B to the constant
chain KI : ωop Ñ B, see [19, Ex. 1.8.8] and [35]:

BˆB E E

B B

q p

δ

Note that for I P B, the fibre of q above I is isomorphic to EKI . Hence, we will
simplify notation in the following and just refer to EKI as EI . Furthermore, we
note the following result, which might seem trivial at first, but it allows us to
apply, for instance, Lem. 1 to functors between fibres of a given fibration.

Lemma 14. EKI “ EI , which we will denote by EI .

Having worked only abstractly so far, it is about time that we give a few
examples. There are four kinds of examples that we shall use here to illustrate
different aspects of the theory: predicates over sets, quantitative predicates, syn-
tactic first-order logic, and set families that model dependent types. We begin
with the simplest example, namely that of predicates. Despite its simplicity, it
is already a quite useful because it allows us to reason about predicates and
relations for arbitrary coalgebras in Set.

Example 15 (Predicates). A standard fibration is the fibration Pred Ñ Set of
predicates, where an object in Pred is a predicate pP Ď Xq over a set X. Each
fibre PredX has a final object 1X “ pX Ď Xq and the fibred binary products
are given by intersection. Moreover, exponents also exist in PredX by defining

QP “ tx P X | x P P ùñ x P Qu.

The fibration Pred consists then of descending chains of predicates. In particular,
if σ P PredX , then σ is a chain with σ0 Ě σ1 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ . Note now that each fibre
PredX is a poset, hence equalisers are trivial and (finite) limits are just given as
(finite) products. Hence, Thm. 5 applies and we obtain that Pred is a fibred CCC.
Since equalisers are trivial, it is easy to see that the exponential for σ, τ P PredX
can be defined as follows.

pτσqn “
č

mďn
τσnn Ď X

We end this example by noting that fibred constructions, like the above products
and exponents, are preserved by a change-of-base, see [19, Lem. 1.8.4]. This
induces thus exponents in the fibration of (binary) relations Rel Ñ Set and the
associated fibration Rel Ñ Set. Hence, one can also apply the results in this
paper to reason, for example, about bisimilarity in coalgebras. đ



Often, one is not just interested in merely logical predicates, but rather wants
to analyse quantitative aspects of system. This is, for instance, particularly rel-
evant for probabilistic or weighted automata. The following example extends
the predicate fibration from Ex. 15 to quantitative predicates, which gives a
convenient setting to reason about quantitative properties.

Example 16 (Quantitative Predicates). We define the category of quantitative
predicates qPred as follows.

qPred “

#

objects: pairs pX, δq with X P Set and δ : X Ñ r0, 1s

morphisms: f : pX, δq Ñ pY, γq if f : X Ñ Y in Set and δ ď γ ˝ f

It is easy to show that the first projection qPred Ñ Set gives rise to a cloven
fibration, for which the reindexing functors are given for u : X Ñ Y by

u˚pY, γq “
`

X,λx. γpupxqq
˘

.

For brevity, let us refer to an object pX, δq in qPredX just by its underlying
valuation δ. One readily checks that qPred is a fibred CCC by defining the
products and exponents by

pδ ˆ γqpxq “ mintδpxq, γpxqu and pδ ñ γqpxq “

#

1, δpxq ď γpxq

γpxq, otherwise
.

Fibred final objects are given by the constantly 1 valuation. Again, each fibre
qPredX is a poset, hence finitely complete and so qPred is a fibred CCC. đ

The original motivation for the work presented in this paper was to abstract
away from the details that are involved in constructing a syntactic logic for a
certain coinductive relation in [4]. In [4], the author developed a first-order logic
that features the later modality to reason about program equivalences. This
logic was given in a very pedestrian way, since the syntax, proof system, model
and proof system was constructed from scratch. The proofs often involved then
something along the lines of “true because this is an index-wise interpretation
of intuitionistic logic”. Thus, the aim of the following example is to show that
we can just take any first-order logic L and extend it to a logic L, in which
formulas are descending chains of formulas in L. Crucially, the logic L will have
the later modality as a new formula construction, and it will get new proof rules
that correspond to the morphism next, the functoriality of § and construction
of fixed points through the l:ob morphism. We will also see below that quantifier
can be lifted to formulas in L, and that the later modality interacts well with
conjunction, implication and quantification, cf. Thm. 8 and Lem. 9. After this
long-winded motivation, let us now come to the actual example.

Example 17 (Syntactic Logic). Suppose we are given a typed calculus, for ex-
ample the simply typed λ-calculus, and a first-order logic, in which the variables
range over the types of the calculus. More precisely, let Γ be a context with
Γ “ x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An, where the xi are variables and the Ai are types of the



calculus. We write then Γ , t : A if t is a term of type A in context Γ , Γ , ϕ if
ϕ is formula with variables in Γ , and Γ $ ϕ if ϕ is provable in the given logic.
Let us assume that the logic also features a truth formula J, conjunction ^ and
implication Ñ, which are subject to the usual proof rules of intuitionistic logic.
This allows us to form a fibration as follows. First, we define C to be the category
that has context Γ as objects and tuples t of terms as morphisms ∆ Ñ Γ with
∆ , ti : Ai. Next, we let L be the category that has pairs pΓ, ϕq with Γ , ϕ as
objects, and a morphism p∆,ψq Ñ pΓ, ϕq in L is given by a morphism t : ∆Ñ Γ
in C if ∆ $ ψ Ñ ϕrts, where ϕrts denotes the substitution of t in the formula ϕ.
The functor p : L Ñ C that maps pΓ, ϕq to Γ is then easily seen to be a cloven
(even split) fibration, see for example [19].

We note that p has fibred finite products and exponents, as the logic that
we started with has J, conjunction and implication with the necessary proof
rules. Moreover, since each fibre is a pre-ordered set, equalisers are again trivial.
Hence, p is also a fibred CCC. Explicitly, for chains ϕ,ψ of formulas in pA above
the constant chain KA for a type A, the exponent ψ ñ ϕ in p is given by

pψ ñ ϕqn “
ľ

mďn

ψm Ñ ϕn,

where
Ź

is a shorthand for a finite number of conjunctions. đ

The last example that we discuss is motivated by dependent type theories. It
is, in fact, also an example, where the fibres are for once not merely pre-orders
but rather proper categories.

Example 18 (Set Families).

We lift now the constructions from the last Sec. 3 to the fibres of E.

Theorem 19. For each c P B, there is a fibred functor §c : Ec Ñ Ec given by

p§c σq0 “ 1c0

p§c σqn`1 “ cpn ď n`q˚pσnq.

Moreover, § preserves fibred finite products and if p is a bifibration then § pre-
serves all fibred limits. Finally, there is a natural transformation nextc : Id ñ §c,
given by nextcσ,0 “! : σ0 Ñ 1c0 and nextcσ,n`1 “ σpn ď n` 1q.

Proof. We define §σ on morphisms by case distinction as follows.

p§σqp0 ď 0q “ id : 1c0 Ñ 1c0

p§σqp0 ď n` 1q “ cpn ď n` 1q˚pσnq
cpnďn`1qσn
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ σn

!
ÝÑ 1c0

p§σqpm` 1 ď n` 1q “ mediating morphism in the following diagram

cpn ď n` 1q˚pσnq σn

cpm ď m` 1q˚pσmq σm

p§σqpm`1ďn`1q σpmďnq

p
ÞÝÑ

cn`1 cn

cm`1 cm



Note that the right diagram commutes by functoriality of c. It is clear that
pp§σq “ c by the above definition, and so §σ is an object in Ec. Defining § on
morphisms is a straightforward, as it is to check functoriality. That §c is preserved
by reindexing, that is, for f : c Ñ d in B one has f˚ ˝ §c – §d ˝ f

˚, is given
by the properties of a cloven fibration. That §c preserves products is a simple
calculation. The preservation of all fibred limits if p is a bifibration is given by the
fact that §c then has a fibred left adjoint đc given by pđc σqn “

ř

cpnďn`1q σn`1.
Finally, naturality of nextc is given as before. [\

Let us briefly stop to discuss the perspective on the later modality that arises
canonically from the development in the previous section.

Remark 20. We note that we can instantiate all the results from Sec. 3 to E
as follows. Suppose that B is a finitely complete CCC and E also has a global
finite limits and exponents, such that the corresponding adjunctions are given
by maps of fibrations. This means, for instance, that for all X P E there are
adjunctions p´q ˆX % p´qX and p´q ˆ pX % p´qpX on E and B, respectively,
such that pp´q ˆ pX, p´q ˆXq and

`

p´qpX , p´qX
˘

are maps of fibrations. This

structure gives us that p : E Ñ B has global exponents. Moreover, one can show
that p§, §q : pÑ p is a map of fibrations and that the next- and Löb-operations
are preserved by p: ppnextq “ next and ppl:obq “ l:ob. However, we will not make
use of these results here, as their use is vastly more complicated than the fibred
approach. For example, the predicate fibration has global exponents given by

pP Ď XqpQĎY q “ tf : Y Ñ X | @y P X. fpyq P P u Ď XY .

The problem is that we would need to show that solutions of certain morphism
obtained through using l:ob are vertical, as we often want to prove the set inclu-
sion of predicates. Since formulating and proving such conditions seem to very
hard and since they do not even seem to be useful, we will refrain from pursuing
the global Cartesian structure on p further here. đ

As we mentioned above, if p has a global final object, then we can instantiate
Sec. 3 to the fibration p. This gives us a map of fibration p§, §q on p. Since the
fibred final objects 1I in EI are related to the final object 1 of E by 1I – !˚I p1q,
we obtain that the global and local later modalities are intrinsically related

Lemma 21. For all σ P EI , we have §c σ – next˚c p§σq.

Due to Lem. 14, we can apply many construction easily point-wise to chains
with constant index. For instance, we can lift products and coproducts in the
following sense.

Theorem 22. If for f : I Ñ J in B the coproduct
š

f : EI Ñ EJ along f exists,

then the coproduct
š

f : EI Ñ EJ along f is given by
š

f . Similarly, the product
ś

f along f is given by
ś

f .

Proof. By Lem. 14 and Lem. 1, we obtain that an adjunction
š

% f lifts to an

adjunction
š

f % f . Hence, the coproduct along f is given by
š

f . [\



Example 23. Both Pred and FampSetq are well known to have products and
coproducts along any function in Set. We note that also qPred has products
along all functions f : X Ñ Y , given by

ź

f
pδ : X Ñ r0, 1sqpyq “ inftδpxq | x P X, fpxq “ yu.

Finally, in a syntactic logic, as in Ex. 17, one has that LÑ C obtains products
and coproducts along projections pΓ, x : Aq Ñ Γ from universal and existential
quantification over A, respectively. To have arbitrary (co)products, one addition-
ally needs an equality relation in the logic, cf. [19]. By Thm. 22, all these products
and coproducts lift to the corresponding fibration of descending chains. đ

Let us denote for I P B the later modality §KI on EI by §I . We can then
establish the following essential properties about the interaction of the later mod-
alities and (co)products, which are analogue to those in [8, cf. Thm. 2.7]. This
theorem allows one to distribute in proofs quantifiers over the later modality.

Theorem 24. The following holds for fibred products and coproducts in p.

– There is an isomorphism §J ˝
ś

f –
ś

f ˝ §I .

– There is a natural transformation ι :
š

f ˝ §I ñ §J ˝
š

f . Moreover, if f is
inhabited, that is, has a section g : J Ñ I, then ι has a section ιg.

Proof. Establishing the sought-after isomorphism and ι is straightforward. The
section ιg of ι for a given g : J Ñ I is can be defined by

ιgσ,0 “ 1J
1g
ÝÑ 1I

η
ÝÑ f˚

ž

f
1I

f
š

f 1I
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ

ž

f
1I

ιgσ,n`1 “
ž

f
σn

id
ÝÑ

ž

f
σn.

That this is a right-inverse of ι follows from finality if 1J . [\

Remark 25. It should be possible to establish in E fibred products and cop-
roducts along general morphisms of B. However, this is a much more diffi-
cult task, which will use ideas similar to those used in Thm. 5. Intuitively, the
products that we established correspond to universal quantifiers over fixed sets,
while general products would correspond to universal quantification over vari-
able sets. The difference is analogous to that in Kripke models of (intuitionistic)
first-order logic: Suppose M “ pW,ď, Uq is a model, where ď is a partial order
on W and U an interpretation for the quantification domain. If U is merely a
set, then the satisfaction ( relation is defined for universal quantification by

w, ρ ( @x. ϕ ðñ @u P U.w, ρrx ÞÑ us ( ϕ.

However, if U is a family U : W Ñ Set, then the interpretation of universal
quantification involves a quantification over all successor worlds:

w, ρ ( @x. ϕ ðñ @w ď v.@u P Upvq. v, ρrx ÞÑ us ( ϕ.



This means that if we want to lift products to general chains, then the fibred
products will involve again a quantification over morphisms in the index category,
and the product must also be given by an end, as we used it in the construction of
exponents in Thm. 5. Since this construction is fairly involved and not necessary
for our current purposes, we will leave such a construction aside for now. đ

We finish this section by lifting also the construction of fixed points for con-
tractive maps to fibrations.

Theorem 26. For every σ P Ec there is a unique map in Ec, dinatural in σ,

l:obcσ : σ§σ Ñ σ,

such that for all g-contractive maps f the map l:obcσ ˝ λg is a solution for f .

Proof. We define l:obcn : pσ§σqn Ñ σn again by iteration on n. For 0, we put

l:ob0 :“ pσ§σq0
xid,!y
ÝÝÝÑ pσ§σq0 ˆ 1c0 “ pσ

§σq0 ˆ p§σq0
ev0
ÝÝÑ σ0,

where ev is the counit of p´qˆ §σ % p´q§σ. In the iteration step, we first define
a morphism stepn as the mediating morphism in the following diagram.

`

σ§
c σ
˘

n`1

`

σ§
c σ
˘

n

p§c σqn`1 “ cpn ď n` 1q˚ σn σn

pσ§c σqpnďn`1q

stepn l:obcn

cpnďn`1qσn

p
ÞÝÑ

cn`1 cn

cn`1 cn

cpnďn`1q

cpnďn`1q

The map l:obcn`1 is then given by

l:obcn`1 :“ pσ§σqn`1
xid,stepny
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pσ§σqn`1 ˆ p§

c σqn`1
evn`1
ÝÝÝÝÑ σn`1,

That l:obc is vertical, i.e., ppl:obcq “ id is clear from the definition. The other
properties follows like in Thm. 11. [\

5 The Final Chain and Up-To Techniques

Having laid the ground work, we come now to the actual objects of interest:
coinductive predicates. We will proceed again in two steps, in that we first present
coinductive predicates over arbitrary categories and then move to fibrations. The
following captures the usual construction of the final chain.

Definition 27. Let C be a category with a final object and Φ : C Ñ C a functor.
We define a chain

ÐÝ
Φ P C by

ÐÝ
Φ0 “ 1

ÐÝ
Φn`1 “ Φp

ÐÝ
Φnq

and
ÐÝ
Φpm ď nq “

#

! :
ÐÝ
Φn Ñ 1, m “ 0 or n “ 0

Φp
ÐÝ
Φpm1 ď n1qq, m “ m1 ` 1, n “ n1 ` 1



The following theorem will play a central role in recursive proofs, as it allows
us to unfold

ÐÝ
Φ and thereby to make progress in a recursive proof. Additionally,

it tells us that
ÐÝ
Φ is a fixed point of the functor § ˝Φ, cf. [8, Thm. 2.14].

Theorem 28. We have that
ÐÝ
Φ “ §

`

Φ
ÐÝ
Φ
˘

.

Just as important as unfolding
ÐÝ
Φ is the ability to remove contexts, use

transitivity of relations etc. in a proof. Such properties can properties can be
captured through so-called compatible up-to techniques [10,27].

Theorem 29. Let T and Φ be functors C Ñ C. If there is a natural transform-
ation ρ : TΦñ ΦT , then there is a map ÐÝρ : T

ÐÝ
Φ Ñ

ÐÝ
Φ in

ÐÝ
C.

Proof. We define ÐÝρ n by iteration on n:

ÐÝρ 0 “ T1
!
ÝÑ 1

ÐÝρ n`1 “ TΦ
ÐÝ
Φn

ρÐÝ
Φn

ÝÝÝÝÑ ΦT
ÐÝ
Φn

ΦÐÝρ n
ÝÝÝÝÑ Φ

ÐÝ
Φn “

ÐÝ
Φn`1

That ÐÝρ is a morphism in
ÐÝ
C follows easily by induction, and by using naturality

of ρ functoriality of Φ. [\

Remark 30. Pous and Rot [24] prove a result similar to Thm. 29, namely that a
monotone function T on a complete lattice is below the companion of Φ if and
only if there is a map T

ÐÝ
Φ Ñ

ÐÝ
Φ. This result is equivalent to Thm. 29 because

the companion itself is compatible. đ

Let ∆n : C Ñ Cn be the diagonal functor and put Φˆn “ Φˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Φ
looooomooooon

n-times

. We

then obtain the following corollary of Thm. 29, which allows us its application to
compatible up-to techniques that have n arguments. For example, the transitive
closure of a relation requires 2 arguments, see [10] for details.

Corollary 31. Let n P N and T : Cn Ñ C be a functor. If there is a natural
transformation ρ : TΦˆn ñ ΦT , then there is a map ÐÝρ : T p∆n

ÐÝ
Φq Ñ

ÐÝ
Φ in

ÐÝ
C.

Let us now move to the setting of fibrations. For the remainder of this section,
we assume to be given a functor F : B Ñ B that describes the behaviour of coal-
gebras, and a lifting G : E Ñ E of F that describes a predicate on F -coalgebras,
see [17] for a more detailed introduction.

Assumption 32. We assume to be given a map of fibrations pF,Gq : pÑ p and
a coalgebra c : X Ñ FX in B. Moreover, we require that B has a final object.

Under these assumption, we can define a functor Φ : EX Ñ EX by

Φ :“ c˚ ˝G : EX Ñ EX ,

which describes, what is often called, a predicate transformer. A coalgebra for Φ
is then referred to as a Φ-invariant. One can now talk about up-to techniques
for G and for Φ. Both kinds are related by the following result, which allows us
to obtain compatible up-to techniques on fibres from global ones.



Theorem 33. Let T : E Ñ E be a a lifting of the identity IdE. If there is natural
transformation ρ : TG ñ GT with Pρ “ idF : F ñ F , then there is a natural
transformation ρc : TΦñ ΦT with Pρc “ id : Id ñ Id.

Similarly, one obtains also a descending chain for G.

Lemma 34. Let pF,Gq be a lifting to p : E Ñ B. Then
ÐÝ
G P EÐÝ

F
.

The global chain
ÐÝ
G is again related to the local one

ÐÝ
Φ as follows. From the

coalgebra c : X Ñ FX, we define a morphism ÐÝc : KX Ñ
ÐÝ
F in E iteratively by

ÐÝc 0 “ !X : X Ñ 1 and ÐÝc n`1 “ X
c
ÝÑ FX

FÐÝc n
ÝÝÝÝÑ

ÐÝ
F n.

Using ÐÝc , we can relate the global and local chains.

Proposition 35. In EX , we can find isomorphisms

– ÐÝc ˚
`ÐÝ
G
˘

–
ÐÝ
Φ and

– pnext ˝ÐÝc q˚
`

§
ÐÝ
G
˘

– §X
ÐÝ
Φ.

From Prop. 35, we can obtain an alternative proof of one of the central results
(Thm. 3.7.i) by Hasuo et al. [17].

Corollary 36. We have lim
ÐÝ
Φ – c˚ωplim

ÐÝ
Gq, where cω : X Ñ lim

ÐÝ
F is the

unique map induced by ÐÝc and the limit property.

Proof. We have

lim
ÐÝ
Φ – limpÐÝc ˚

ÐÝ
Gq (By Prop. 35)

– limpÐÝÝÝÝπ ˝ cω
˚ÐÝGq (Def. of cω)

– limpÐÝcω
˚
pÐÝπ ˚

ÐÝ
Gqq (Cloven fibration)

– c˚ωplimp
ÐÝπ ˚

ÐÝ
Gqq Fibred limits

– c˚ωplim
ÐÝ
Gq ([17, Lem. 3.5])

[\

If the chain
ÐÝ
Φ converges in ω steps, then we obtain soundness and complete-

ness for proofs given over
ÐÝ
Φ. This result is a trivial reformulation of the usual

construction of final coalgebra. However, the present formulation is more con-
venient in the context of the the recursive proofs that we construct by appealing
to the later modality, as those will be maps in EX .

Proposition 37. Suppose νΦ is a coinductive predicate, that is, there is a final
coalgebra νΦ ξ : νΦ Ñ ΦpνΦq. If Φ preserves ωop-limits, then maps A Ñ νΦ in
EX are given equivalently by maps KA Ñ

ÐÝ
Φ in EX .



6 Examples

In this last section, we demonstrate how the framework that we developed can
be used to obtain recursive proofs for coinductive predicates over different kinds
of first-order logic. The first example is thereby in the setting of set-based pre-
dicates.

Example 38. In this example, we define a predicate on streams that expresses
that a real-valued stream is greater than 0 everywhere and use the developed
framework to prove that a certain stream is in the predicate. This example is
fairly straightforward, but still has all the ingredients to illustrate the framework.

Let F : Set Ñ Set and G : Pred Ñ Pred be given by F “ R ˆ Id and
GpX,P q “ pFX, tpa, xq | a ą 0^x P P uq. It is easy to show that G is a lifting of
F , and we obtain the predicate of streams that are larger than 0 everywhere as
the final coalgebra of the functor Φ : PredRω Ñ PredRω with Φ “ xhd, tly˚ ˝G.

Next, we define for a P R the constant stream aω by the following stream
differential equation (SDE) [16].

aω0 “ a paωq1 “ aω

Similarly, we can define the point-wise addition of streams by

ps‘ tq0 “ s0 ` t0 ps‘ tq1 “ s1 ‘ t1.

Finally, let s P Rω be given by the following SDE.

s0 “ 1 s1 “ 1ω ‘ s.

Our goal is to prove that s is greater than 0 everywhere, that is, we want to
prove that s is in the final coalgebra νΦ of the above Φ. Since the tail s1 of s
defined of 1ω ‘ ´, the following up-to technique will be handy. Let us define
C : PredRω Ñ PredRω to be

CpP q “ t1ω ‘ t | t P P u.

One easily shows that C is Φ-compatible, that is, CΦ Ď ΦC. In fact, this follows
from point-wise addition being causal, see [26,24]. Thus, we have by Thm. 29
that C

ÐÝ
Φ Ď

ÐÝ
Φ, where Ď is the point-wise inclusion of indexed predicates.

Given an indexed predicate σ P PredX , we define

$ σ :“ 1X Ď σ.

Hence, $ σ holds if there is a morphism 1X Ñ σ in PredX . Given x P X, we
define the predicate x P σ in PredX to be the following exponential in PredX .

x P σ :“ σKtxu .

Spelling out these definitions, one easily finds that

$ x P σ ðñ @n P N. x P σn.



For brevity, let us write ϕ :“ s P
ÐÝ
Φ and § for §R

ω

. Using the previous results,
we now obtain a proof for $ ϕ as follows, where each proof step is given applying
the indicated construction in PredRω .

s0 ą 0

(Identity)
§ϕ $ §

´

s P
ÐÝ
Φ
¯

(Def. C)
§ϕ $ §

´

1ω ‘ s P Cp
ÐÝ
Φq

¯

(C compatible)
§ϕ $ §

´

1ω ‘ s P
ÐÝ
Φ
¯

(Def. of s)
§ϕ $ §

´

s1 P
ÐÝ
Φ
¯

(§ pres. products)
§ϕ $ §

´

s P Φp
ÐÝ
Φq

¯

(§ functor)
§ϕ $ s P §

´

Φp
ÐÝ
Φq

¯

(Step, Thm. 28)
§ϕ $ s P

ÐÝ
Φ

(Löb)
$ ϕ

Thus, we have obtained a proof that s is greater than 0 everywhere purely by
applying the category theoretical constructions presented in this paper. đ

The next example shows that the same category theoretical setup that we
used to prove something above, can also be used to define functions.

Example 39. Given a set A, we define a functor F and a lifting GA to the family
fibration FampSetq Ñ Set as follows.

F : Set Ñ Set GA : FampSetq Ñ FampSetq

F “ 1` Id GApI,XquP1`I “

#

1, u “ κ1 x y

AˆXv, u “ κ2 v

F has as final coalgebra the predecessor function pred: N8 Ñ 1 ` N8 on the
natural numbers extended with one element that indicates infinity. The family of
so-called partial streams PStrA [4] is the final coalgebra of ΦA “ pred˚ ˝GA. Our
goal is now to define for a given f : A Ñ B a map PStrpfq : PStrA Ñ PStrB .
Unfortunately, the results in [17] do not apply here. But one can still show
that ΦA preserves ωop-limits, hence maps into PStrA are equivalently given by

maps into the chain
ÐÝ
ΦA. Hence, we can obtain PStrpfq equivalently as a map

ÐÝ
ΦA Ñ

ÐÝ
ΦA in FampSetqN8 . Denoting by ñ the exponential in this fibre, we can

construct the desired map by applying the following “proof” steps, where we
write u | predu “ t $ X Ñ Y if we construct a map in FampSetqN8 with the



constraint that the index u P N8 fulfils predpuq “ t.

u | pred u “ κ1 x y $ §! : p§
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBqu ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦAu Ñ § 1 p˚q

Cases for G
u $ p§

ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBqu ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦAu Ñ §pΦ

ÐÝ
ΦBqu

Index abstraction
p§
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBq ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦA Ñ §Φ

ÐÝ
ΦB

Step
p§
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBq ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦA Ñ

ÐÝ
ΦB

Abstraction
p§
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBq Ñ p

ÐÝ
ΦA ñ

ÐÝ
ΦBq

§ functor
§p
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ

ÐÝ
ΦBq Ñ p

ÐÝ
ΦA ñ

ÐÝ
ΦBq

Löb
1 Ñ p

ÐÝ
ΦA ñ

ÐÝ
ΦBq

UncurryÐÝ
ΦA Ñ

ÐÝ
ΦB

The step p˚q is thereby given as follows, where we write S for §
ÐÝ
ΦA ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦB .

§pf ˝ π1 ˝ π2q : Su ˆ p§Aˆ §
ÐÝ
ΦAvq Ñ §B and

ev ˝ pidˆπ2q : Su ˆ p§Aˆ §
ÐÝ
ΦAvq Ñ §

ÐÝ
ΦBv

Pairing
u | pred u “ κ2 v $ Su ˆ p§Aˆ §

ÐÝ
ΦAvq Ñ §B ˆ §

ÐÝ
ΦBv

§ pres. ˆ
u | pred u “ κ2 v $ Su ˆ §pAˆ

ÐÝ
ΦAvq Ñ §pB ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦBvq

Unfold
u | pred u “ κ2 v $ Su ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦAu Ñ §pB ˆ

ÐÝ
ΦBvq

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have established a framework that allows us to reason about
coinductive predicates in many cases by using recursive proofs. At the heart
of this approach sits the so-called later modality, which was comes from prov-
ability logic [6,32,33] but was later used to obtain guarded recursion in type
theories [2,3,9,21] and in domain theory [7,8]. This modality allows us to con-
trol the recursion steps in a proof without having to invoke parity or similar
conditions [12,14,28,31], as we have seen in the examples in Sec. 6. Moreover,
even though similar Birkedal et al. [8] obtained similar results, their framework
is limited to Set-valued presheaves, while our results are applicable in a much
wider range of situations, see the examples in Sec. 4.

So what is there left to do? For once, we have not touched upon how to
automatically extract a syntactic logic and models from the fibration L Ñ C
obtained in Ex. 17. This would subsume and simplify much of the development
in [4]. Next, we discussed already in Rem. 25 that the construction of fibre
products for general morphisms in fibrations of descending chains is fairly in-
volved. However, such a construction would be useful, for example, to obtain
Kripke models abstractly. Finally, also a closer analysis of the relation to proof
systems obtained through parameterised coinduction, the companion or cyclic
proof systems would be interesting.
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